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Sun Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
28 29 

First Day of 
Practice 
6:15-8:15

30 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

31 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

1 

No Practice

2

3 4 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

5 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

6 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

7 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

8 

No Practice

9 

TIME TRIALS – DALE CITY 
7:00-11:00

10 11 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

12 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

13 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

14 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

15 

Practice 
7:00a-9:00a

16 

AWAY VS. OLD BRIDGE 
6:00-12:00

17 18 

RELAY 
CARNIVAL 
6:15-8:15

19 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

20 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

21 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

22 

Practice 
7:00a-9:00a

23 

AWAY VS.  WESTRIDGE 
6:00-12:00

24 25 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

26 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

27 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

28 

Practice 
4:15-6:15PM

29 

Practice 
7:00a-9:00a

30 

HOME VS. URBANNA 
6:00-12:00

1 2 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

3 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

4 

INDEPENDENCE  
DAY 
No Practice

5 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

6 

Practice 
7:00a-9:00a

7 

HOME VS. STONEWALL 
7:00-12:00

8 9 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

10 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

11 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

12 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

13 

Practice 
7:00a-9:00a

14 

HOME VS. SOUTHBRIDGE 
7:00-12:00

15 16 

Practice 
(S/B) 
4:30-6:30

17 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

18 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

19 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

20 

Practice 
7:00a-9:00a

21 

AWAY VS. MONTCLAIR 
7:00-12:00

22 23 

SPIRIT 
WEEK 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

24 

SPIRIT WEEK 

Practice 
6:15-8:15

25 

SPIRIT WEEK 

Practice (S/B) 
6:15-8:15

26 

SPIRIT WEEK 

Practice 
4:15-6:15

27 

SPIRIT WEEK 

Practice 
7:00a-9:00a

28 

DIVISIONALS 
TOURNAMENT 
7:00-12:00

29 

POOL 
PARTY
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Introduction to Summer Swimming 

A summer swim team is set up to swim competitive meets with other teams in an atmosphere of fun, 
personal challenge, stroke development, and friendly rivalry. 
 
Teams may be organized by private communities, from membership-only communities, recreational 
clubs, or from public or park pools, such as Veterans Park. Teams are comprised of swimmers who 
may already be members of year-round teams and high school teams, as well as summer-only 
swimmers and first time members who are interested in building their basic stroke knowledge. 
 
A summer swim season runs approximately nine weeks during June and July.  The season includes a 
generous schedule of practice hours, six regular swim meets, and a divisional championship meet. 
There is not a league championship or all-star meet in the Prince William Swim League. However, at 
the end of the season all teams within the league submit the divisional championship times for each 
swimmer and these times are all combined. The swimmers are ranked within the league and the 
swimmers that have the best times for each individual event (up to a ranking of 24) are recognized 
with a special ribbon. This is called a “cyber meet”. 

 
About the Prince William Swim League 

The Prince William Swim League (PWSL) was founded in 1972 to sponsor swimming in and among 
the community organizations in the area of Prince William County. The purpose of the league is to 
develop a love of the sport and to advance swimming skills, teamwork, and the principles of good 
sportsmanship in the children involved in this program. PWSL maintains the by-laws, procedures, 
Official Time Standings, and scoring standards for every team within the League. 
 
Currently, there are 24 teams and more than 3,000 swimmers represented in the PWSL, with each 
team belonging to a division. The divisions are: Blue, Red, White, Yellow, Green, Black, Orange, and 
Purple. Teams are divided into these divisions based on the following: 
 

 Average size of team (how many active swimmers) 
 Strength of team 

 
Every team elects a League Representative to be present at PWSL meetings. This representative is 
involved in discussing meet schedules, revising rules and regulations, adopting new rules, and 
bringing suggestions from the individual teams to the meetings. 
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Team Structure Information 

Veterans Park Swim Team is a non-profit summer recreational swim team in accordance with IRS 
501(c)3. The organization is managed by an elected Board, who volunteer throughout the year to plan 
and execute the summer swim season. 

 
The team provides a coached age group program, catering to beginner swimmers as well as to the 
most skilled swimmers. We strive to teach the swimmers the values of sportsmanship and teamwork. 
 
The team uses electronic means to communicate with families and coaches. Upon registration with 
the team, parents are e-mailed a username and password to log onto the team website. All news, 
information, meet sign-ups, etc. are posted on the website: www.fearthespear.org. It is strongly 
recommended that parents verify their e-mail address so that announcements can be e-mailed. Also, 
parents and swimmers can register their cell phone number to receive SMS Text messages 
(messaging rates do apply). Additionally, we have a Facebook page: Veterans Park Marlins Swim 
Team. 

 

The team competes in the PWSL against teams of approximately similar size to maintain a fair 
competitive environment. 
 
History of the Marlins 
The Veterans Park Marlins has been a community-based competitive recreational summer swim team 
in Woodbridge for over 30 years. We were one of the very first summer swim teams in Prince 
William County. The team was originally called the Marumsco Marlins, named after the surrounding 
Marumsco communities. 
 

Veterans Park Board of Directors Responsibilities 
The volunteer board is comprised of six elected positions:  

 President – Officer in charge of all operations 
 Vice President – Second in charge in absence of the president with focus on 

public relations and fundraising. He/She also runs the election for the new 
board members at the end of the season. 

 Treasurer – Maintains all financial records, receives income, pays expenses, and 
develops the budget. 

 Secretary – Records all Board meeting minutes and assists in recruiting 
swimmers.  

 League Representative – Represents the team at all league meetings and 
coordinates pre-meet calls to other teams. 

 Computer Representative – Maintains all electronic team and meet data and 
award designation. 

 
The board is responsible for: 

 Communication with all parents, Prince William County Department of Parks 
and Recreation Representatives, PWSL, and the media. 

 Hiring and supervising a coaching staff. 
 Planning the season’s events, including home swim meets. 
 Establishing a budget and raising funds through registration, fundraising, and sponsorships. 
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 Training swim officials and volunteers that are required for meet operations. 
 End of season awards for swimmers. 
 Safe execution of all swim practices and meets. 

 
All board meetings are open to any member of the team from the previous season. All decisions of 
the board are by majority vote and a minimum of three board members is needed for a quorum. Board 
members serve two year terms, with three positions open for election every year in a rotating cycle. 
On even numbered years, the vice president, treasurer and league representative are elected; on odd 
numbered years, the president, secretary and computer representative are elected.  
 
Elections take place during the last week of the swim season. The vice president will communicate 
election procedures at weekly parent meetings and via email or newsletters in the weeks leading up to 
the election. Any swimmer parent can be nominated for any position by another parent and he/she has 
the option of accepting the nomination or not. The new board members will be announced at the 
awards ceremony.   
 
More details about the board of directors can be found in the Marlins by-laws. 
 
Coaches’ Responsibilities 
The coaches’ jobs are to supervise the competitive swim program. To accomplish this, the coaches 
must be in control of matters related to training and competition. The head coach is responsible for 
supervising all other coaches. The coaches’ responsibilities are: 
 

 To place the swimmers in practice groups based on age and ability. When it is in the best interest 
of the swimmer, he or she could be moved to a different practice lane. 

 To provide stroke instruction and training to the swimmers. All age groups have their own 
goals. Coaches have the freedom to achieve their goals in ways best suited for each age group. 
The head coach is responsible for overseeing the success of all age group goals. 

 The head coach must have entries recorded and turned into the team’s computer representative 
no later than the Wednesday preceding the Saturday meet. 

 At meets, the coaching staff conducts and supervises warm-up procedures for the team. After 
each race, the coach attempts to discuss the swimmer’s performance with each swimmer. 

 At meets, the coaches are not responsible for getting 9-10 age group and above swimmers to 
check in with the clerk of course or send the swimmer to the lane on time. This responsibility 
lies with the individual swimmer. 

 At meets, the 8 & Under coaches, along with the age group coordinator (if available), have the 
responsibility of ensuring that the young swimmers get to the clerk of course and assist in 
lining up the swimmers for their event. 

 Coaches build relay teams for their respective age groups. 
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Parent/Family Responsibilities 
Summer swim teams cannot function without parent and family cooperation in filling volunteer 
positions. The following responsibilities for parents and families ensure a smooth and successful 
season: 
 

 Parents must ensure their swimmer(s) arrive to practices as close to starting time as possible. 
Practices are an important time swimmers have to refine their skills, learn techniques, and 
gain strength. 

 Parents must ensure their swimmer(s) arrive to meets prior to the team’s assigned warm-up 
period. Warm-ups are especially important at away meets where the pool, lane lines, and walls 
may be different than Veterans Park’s pool. This is the chance for swimmers to practice their flip 
turns, starts, and get used to the water. 

 Parents must ensure their swimmer(s) check in with their coach(es) when arriving at the meet. 
Coaches would then know who is available to compete in the first relays. 

 If at any time your swimmer(s) will not be able to participate in a meet, it is the parents’ 
responsibility to indicate this on on the meet commitment section on the website. 

 Parents must read all swim team newsletters and flyers posted on the website. These 
newsletters contain important information about the upcoming meets, practices, and 
reminders. A limited number of paper copies are available during practices. 

 Parents must be readily available to pick up their swimmer(s) should storms appear. 
 Parents must keep all non-swimmer children and family members off the pool deck, away 

from the pool and away from the swimmers and coaches. Furthermore, non-swimmers must 
stay away from the waterslides, diving boards, and the shallow-end of the pool. This is for all 
practices and for home and away meets. The insurance coverage the team provides does not 
include non-swimmers or parents.  

 If a parent has a concern or question regarding their swimmer(s), the coaches can be 
approached before or after practice. Parents can also come to any board member for 
assistance. 

 
Swimmer Responsibilities 
In addition to swimming the best they can, swimmers have the following responsibilities: 
 

 Follow safe pool procedures at all times. 
 Arrive to practices on time. 
 Arrive to meets on time. 
 Wear appropriate bathing suit for practice and meets. 
 Bring water, a towel, goggles, and a cap for practice and meets. 
 Bring appropriate running shoes for dry-land exercises during practice. 
 Listen to coaches during practices and meets. 
 Behave appropriately during practices and meets. 
 Respect other swimmers, members of other teams, coaches, and pool property at practices and 

at home and away meets. 
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Team Information 

Marlins-In-Training (M.I.T.) Developmental Program 
Marlins-In-Training is a developmental program designed to prepare younger or inexperienced 
swimmers for the competition swim team. Each swimmer focuses on freestyle and backstroke first 
under the direction of the coaches. The coaches guide the swimmers on proper body positioning, 
kicking, breathing, and streamlining.  
 
The M.I.T. program is not intended to replace swim lessons. This program merely builds on a 
swimmer’s experience in the water so they can move up to their age group level. Each swimmer must 
be comfortable with submerging underwater and have the ability to swim/float without the use of 
floatation devices (i.e. water wings). It is highly recommended that swimmers have had some swim 
lessons. 
 
Swimmers are entered into swim meets as soon as they have the basic techniques and can swim 
freestyle, at least, across the pool with little or no stopping. The coaches and/or the Board will discuss 
with the swimmer’s parents the readiness of the swimmer before entering him/her into a swim meet. 
 
M.I.T. swimmers are part of the Veterans Park Marlins Swim Team and have practice during the 
normal swim team practice dates and times; however they are exempt from attending Friday morning 
practices. The swimmers can and will take part in all swim team activities, including Swim-A-Lap, 
spirit week, and the end of season awards ceremony and pool party. Each M.I.T swimmer receives a 
trophy at the awards ceremony and coaches nominate swimmers from this group for a Coaches 
Award and a Most Improved trophy. 
 
Age Groups 
All Prince William Swim League Teams have the following age group guidelines: 8 & Unders, 9-10, 
11-12, 13-14, and 15-18. The age of the child on June 1st of each swim season determines the age 
group in which he/she will swim throughout the season, regardless of summer birthdays.  
 
 
Practice Information 

Practice begins the day after Memorial Day and continues through the last week in July. Practice for 
all swimmers runs Mondays through Thursdays from 6:15 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. at the Veterans Park 
pool. After the school year ends in mid-June, a Friday morning practice from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 
is added. There are usually fewer swimmers attending Friday morning practices, therefore the 
coaches are able to individually work with swimmers on fine tuning their strokes, dives, and flip 
turns. M.I.T. swimmers are exempt from Friday morning practices. 
 
Swimmers will be assigned a practice lane determined by age and ability level. Workouts will be 
designed to improve technique, speed and aerobic endurance. Swimmers will be expected to 
participate in all warm up activities, drills, and dry land exercise assigned by their coach. 
 
What to Bring to Practice 
Swimmers need to wear a suit to practice and depending on the temperature, swimmers should wear 
a sweat suit or shorts and t-shirt. Swimmers also need to wear athletic shoes (sneakers) as they will 
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participate in dry land exercises where sandals, flip-flops and crocs are not acceptable or safe. Other 
items to bring are: a towel, swim goggles, cap and a filled water bottle. It's best to have a swim bag 
of some sort for the swimmer to have a place to maintain their items and to "check their inventory" at 
the end of each practice. It’s a good idea to label all belongings and a good practice to place caps & 
goggles in swim bag when not wearing.  
 
Inclement Weather Conditions 
Prince William County Department of Parks and Recreation rules stipulate that no swimmers shall be 
in or near the pool if thunder is heard or lightening is seen. If either of these conditions exists during 
the course of practice, the coaches and the board will remove the swimmers from the pool and wait 
in a safe location in the general pool area. If no further thunder is heard or lightening is seen after at 
least 20 minutes, the coaches and the board will cautiously allow the swimmers to return to the pool. 
In the cases of continuous thunder/lightening, the lifeguards and the swim team board will end 
practice and the pool will be closed. At least one coach and one board member will stay with the 
swimmers until all are picked up. However, we request that all parents either stay within the pool 
area or coordinate with other parents for rides home as summer storms sometimes pop up quickly 
and unexpectedly. 
 
 
Meet Information 

Meet Schedule 
Swim meets usually start the second Saturday after the season begins. All meets are held Saturday 
mornings from approximately 7:00 a.m. until 12:00 p.m. Warm-ups are held in the hour prior to the 
meet start time. Each team has its own assigned time for warm-ups and these times are provided in 
the weekly newsletters prior to each meet. Meets can end earlier than noon or run a bit later, 
depending on the number of swimmers each team has and the running time for each event. 
 
If a swimmer needs to leave early from a meet due to prior commitments, please inform the coach 
well in advance of the meet. It would also be helpful to remind the swimmer’s age group coach(es) 
upon arrival at the meet so he/she can make sure they have enough swimmers for the final relays. 
 

Meet Sign Up  
It is recommended that swimmers participate in every meet. Due to vacation plans and sports/scout 
camps, it is understood that this may not be possible. You must declare, via our website, which 
meets your child/children WILL and WILL NOT be attending. This must be known by the 
cutoff day chosen by the coach; usually on Wednesday of the week of the meet. This notification is 
to be done on our website by first logging in with your User ID and Password then going to the home 
page under "Events" where all of the meets have been listed.  
 
Locate the meet, select "Attend This Event" (select this if you are swimming or are not swimming) 
select swimmer's name in the bottom left hand corner and then select the arrow that displays the 
choices..."Yes, Please sign... or No thanks." You may also include a note with info. that the coach 
may need to know... i.e. "Joe has to leave at 9:30" or "Joe really wants to swim the 100 IM." Select 
the "Save Changes" button to submit.  
 
If after you declare your swimmer, you discover you need to change your declaration, you can go 
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back in and change it, but NOT AFTER the cutoff. You will need to speak to the coach. The reason 
for the deadline is so the information can be entered in the computer system and the swimmers can 
be placed in individual events and assigned lane numbers in specific heats. Each swimmer is limited 
to a maximum of 3 individual events and 2 relays per meet.  
 
Swimmers may request which events they would like to swim in the Notes section of the declaration; 
however, the coaches have the final say and will take the requests into consideration when planning 
their meet strategy. Not all children will swim 3 individual events and 2 relays.  
 

Relays  
Relays are a team event. Remember to check to see if your child is in a relay. The relays are made up 
of A, B & C teams (when possible)  and will be determined by the coaching staff by using a 
combination of swimmers that best meet the needs of the team. As swimmers improve their times, 
the relay teams may change. A swimmer who was on the "B" team for three weeks may suddenly 
find his/her name on the "A" team list and vice versa. The coaches determine the relay teams and 
parents must realize that these will change throughout the season. We ask for the parents' support in 
this effort.  
 

Meet Schedule 
All meets run according to a set schedule of events. A 20 minute warm up for each team will precede 
the meet with the host team swimming first. The event schedule will be the same each week and is as 
follows:  

 
Boys Event # Event description Girls Event # 

66 200 Free Relay 15-18 67 

1 
100 Meter Relay 

8 & Under (mixed) 
1 

2 100 Medley Relay 9-10 3 
4 100 Medley Relay 11-12 5 
6 200 Medley Relay 13-14 7 
8 200 Medley Relay 15-18 9 

10 25 Freestyle 8&U 11 
12 50 Freestyle 9-10 13 
14 50 Freestyle 11-12 15 
16 50 Freestyle 13-14 17 
18 50 Freestyle 15-18 19 
20 100 Individual Medley 10&U 21 
22 100 Individual Medley 11-12 23 
24 100 Individual Medley 13-14 25 
26 100 Individual Medley 15-18 27 
28 25 Backstroke 8&U 29 
30 50 Backstroke 9-10 31 
32 50 Backstroke 11-12 33 
34 50 Backstroke 13-14 35 
36 50 Backstroke 15-18 37 
38 25 Breaststroke 8& U 39 
40 50 Breaststroke 9-10 41 
42 50 Breaststroke 11-12 43 
44 50 Breaststroke 13-14 45 
46 50 Breaststroke 15-18 47 
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48 25 Butterfly 8&U 49 
50 25 Butterfly 9-10 51 
52 50 Butterfly 11-12 53 
54 50 Butterfly 13-14 55 
56 50 Butterfly 15-18 57 
58 100 Free Relay 8&U 59 
60 00 Free Relay 9-10 61 
62 100 Free Relay 11-12 63 
64 100 Free Relay 13-14 65 

 
If time permits and there is enough interest, we will hold a parent and/or coaches relay following the 
meet at all home meets. If you are interested in swimming in the parent relay, please bring 
appropriate swimwear and notify a board member of your interest. 
 
What to Bring to Meets 
Swim meets always come with the question “What do I need to bring?” To ease any last minute 
packing, the checklist below might help you:  

 Swim suit 
 Swim cap 
 Goggles 
 Towels 
 Sweatpants & sweatshirt 
 T-shirt & shorts  
 Flip flops or other shoes 

 

 Tent, tarp, or umbrella and chairs 
 Blanket for ground covering 
 Sun block 
 Snacks or money for 

concessions 
 Cards, games, books, toys, etc. 

(waterproof items are best) 

Veterans Park pool area offers some shade trees and permanent large umbrellas; however some pools 
we visit may not have such amenities. Since there could be "downtime between between events, a 
cooler of drinks and snacks, as well as cards, games, and toys help kids pass the time. Please write 
your name on absolutely everything you bring. 
 

What to Expect 
Getting ready for a swim meet can seem like you'll be camping for a week! Many seasoned summer 
swimmers bring a canopy style tent (EZ UP) so they can get out of the sun. Plan to arrive 30 minutes 
before warm ups start. This way swimmers can check in, locate their cap and goggles and report to 
the coaches, and families can set up their tent, check in with the volunteer coordinator, and be ready 
for the meet to begin. Each team will get 20 minutes to warm up in the pool with the host team 
swimming first. Shortly after the teams have warmed up, the meet will begin. When the announcer 
calls the event your child is swimming in, your child will report to the clerk of course. This is where 
volunteers get the swimmers in order for their event. It is helpful to print out the heat sheet at home 
and bring it to the meet as this will list the individual events the swimmer is entered in. We do not sell 
heat sheets at our meets while some teams still do. We will honor the request of the host team and we 
will not email or post heat sheets on our website if they sell them at concessions.  
 

What's My Time?  
Swimmers learn to ask a timer or recorder for their time as soon as they get out of the pool at the end 
of their race. Please note that this is an unofficial time. Once the times for a heat are collected, the 
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swimmer must wait for the official results to be posted. The official event results (which include the 
swimmers' names, their times and event placing) are usually posted about 35 minutes after 
completion of the event. For home meets, these results are posted on the fence beside the entrance. 
Times will also be posted on our website within 24 hours of the final race. All event results are 
computerized and retained for each swimmer all season. 
 

Disqualification (aka DQ)  
Our league complies with the United States Swimming rules - the same rules used at the Olympic 
Time Trials and the Olympics. To ensure fair competition for all swimmers, these rules are equally 
applied to all swimmers regardless of age or experience. During competition, if a swimmer fails to 
comply with the stroke and turn rules, a stroke & turn judge (dressed in blue and white) will raise 
his/her hand, write up a disqualification (DQ) slip and present it to the referee for approval. A 
swimmer is not disqualified until the referee accepts the report. Being disqualified is not the end of 
the world. Almost all swimmers have been DQ'd at some time. This should be viewed as a learning 
experience and not a failure. Swimmers should discuss this with their coach after the race and 
together they will formulate a plan to correct the mistake. If it appears that a swimmer has been 
unfairly DQ’d, the swimmer or the parent should discuss it with his or her coach who will raise the 
concern through the proper channels. The head coach is the only person allowed to discuss the DQ 
with the officials. 
 

Time Trials  
Time trials are critical for getting both the swimmers and families "trained" and ready for the first real 
meet. We will go through this mock meet so swimmers and families will see how everything takes 
place in future meets. The swimmers will be timed to get unofficial times for their events so the 
coaches will know how to place them in the meet. There are no place ribbons or heat ribbons awarded 
at time trials.  
 
Swimmers will learn about checking in, reporting to the clerk of course and some basic meet rules. 
Since time trials is a practice meet, it is really important for parents to practice too! All jobs are easy 
to learn so do not be afraid. Mistakes will be made and this is OK--all jobs have some form of backup 
or cross check. For parents who have been on the team in the past, please try something new. Time 
trials usually last approx. 3 hours. At the finish, please help to break down the equipment and help set 
the deck back up for opening time. A limited concessions menu will be offered during time trials.  
 
Divisional Championship Meet 
The Divisional Championship meet is held on the last Saturday in July at a previously designated 
pool. The Prince William County Department of Parks and Recreation allows Veterans Park to host 
the divisional championship every other year. 
 
To qualify for the championship meet, a swimmer must participate in at least two meets (not time 
trials) during the current swim season. At divisional championships, each swimmer is restricted to 
entering those events in which a legal time was recorded at a dual meet during the season. For 
example, if a swimmer never competed in the butterfly event at a meet, that swimmer is not eligible 
to swim butterfly at divisional championships. If a swimmer entered the butterfly event weekly but 
always dq'd (disqualified) because of illegal technique, etc., that swimmer is not eligible to swim 
butterfly. 
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The meet begins at 7:00 a.m. and includes warm-ups prior to the start time for each team. Since 
divisional championships includes three teams, it is sometimes hard to predict an end time due to the 
total number of swimmers present. Information regarding the divisional championship meet is 
provided to parents in the newsletters leading up to the meet. 

Running the Meet 
When a child joins a swim team, so do the parents! This sport requires parents to be participants, not 
just spectators. Summer swim teams cannot function without parent and family assistance during 
meets. It takes so many people to run a swim meet that there is literally a job for everyone. Training 
for some jobs take only a few minutes, while others require attendance at clinics. None are as scary or 
as difficult as you might think! Even at the Olympic level of competition, swimming officials are 
volunteers - parents who probably started out on a summer swim team.  
 
During home meets, there are approximately 70 positions to fill. During away meets, there are 
approximately 55 positions to fill. Each participating team provides volunteers for timing and 
recording, scoring, officials, and clerk of course. The number of positions increases for the Divisional 
Championship. 
 
We ask that every parent volunteer during meets with one (or more) of the following capacities. 
At registration, each family is required to pay a $30 volunteer fee. Upon completion of a pre-
determined required number of shifts, the fee will be returned to each family. All positions are on 
shifts so all parents can enjoy and watch the competition during the meet. To sign-up for a volunteer 
position, parents log into the website and click the job sign-up button for the appropriate meet. 
Parents can sign up for all meets at one time. 

Volunteer Positions 
Clerk of Course: The clerk of course is the heart of the swim meet. These people stage the 
swimmers into proper events. The following people run the clerk of course: 

1. The Clerk(s): The clerk arranges swimmer’s “Event cards” in proper lane sequence, which is 
called "seeding." Parents who want to learn this position can volunteer to assist. 

2. Roll Call: The people who perform the duties of roll call gather the children who are 
participating in a particular event together. Roll is called using the “Event Cards.” After roll 
call, the cards are returned to the clerk for seeding. Once an event has been seeded, the cards 
are given to the children. The children then take their place in proper order for the event. 

 
Timers and Recorders: The timers and recorders make up the largest group of volunteers. In order 
to commence a meet there must be 3 timers and 1 recorder per lane. 

1. Timers: The head timer is an experienced timer who hands out the stopwatches, explains how 
to use them and acts as a backup timer. Lane timers time the swimmers in their lane and report 
that time to the recorder. 

2. Recorder: The recorders write down the times recorded by the three timers on the swimmers 
“Event Card” and give the card to the card runner. 

 
Important Notes for Timers/Recorders 
 Timers must have full sight of the heat start but should hang back off the edge of the pool to 

allow the officials a clear view of the start. Timers can ask waiting swimmers to step back if 
they are blocking the view to the starter. 
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 Even if a swimmer is not in your lane, timers should still start their watch. This provides extra 
coverage for adjacent lanes or if a swimmer may start late. 

 If you do not have a swimmer, briefly put a hand over the pool, this confirms with the official 
that there is no swimmer. 

 If you missed the start or do not have a good time, wave your hand in the air to get the 
attention of a head timer. The head timer provides a backup watch. 

 At the start or during a shift change, timers should establish their order. Timers report their 
time to the recorder in the same order after each race. 

 At the end of the race each timer should position themselves to get a clear view of the edge. 
The watch should be stopped once any part of the body touches the wall. 

 Pay attention to the event, check the card or listen to the announcement so you know when to 
stop the watch, especially on relays. 

 Recorders should ask the swimmer, before each race, his or her name to verify the card 
matches the swimmer. 

 Recorders should record time from the timers in the same order. 
 

Runner: The runner collects the time cards from the recorders after each heat and delivers them to 
the scoring table. The runner should ensure the cards are in order by lane and clipped together before 
handing them off. 
 
Heat Ribbon Runner: The heat ribbon runner hands out a ribbon to the swimmer in each heat who 
has touched the wall first. 
 
Deck Marshall:  This person helps keep the deck safe by ensuring only the appropriate people 
(swimmers, officials, coaches, timers, recorders, etc.) are on the pool deck during the meet. 
 
Scoring Table: The scoring table is where the official times are determined and are entered into a 
computer. The computer automatically determines the place of each swimmer and prints out labels 
that will be put on the placement ribbons. 

1. Card Runner: The card runner picks up completed time cards from the recorders and gives 
them to the official scorer. 

2. Official Scorer: The official scorer determines which of the three recorded times is the official 
time for each swimmer and circles it. 

3. Data Entry/Computer Rep: One person enters the official times into the database. The 
computer places each swimmer, and then prints out a score sheet and placement labels for 
ribbons. 

4. Place Ribbons: Volunteers responsible for placing swimmer name labels on the ribbons. 
 
Announcer: The announcer calls out the upcoming events to alert the children of their event and also 
to make general announcements. 
 
Officials: While officials are parent volunteers, some training is required. 

1. Starter: The starter signals the start of the heat. 
2. Referee: The referee is an experienced official who authenticates disqualifications and 

determines whether a heat is ready to begin. 
3. Stroke and Turn Officials: Stroke and turn officials observe the swimmers during a heat to 

ensure that their strokes and turns are legal according to USA swimming rules. 
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Concessions: During home meets, the Marlins run the concession stand. This is one of the team’s 
primary sources of fund-raising. Parents are asked to donate items for the team to sell at each home 
meet. A Sign Up Genius link will be sent during the week of home meets so parents can choose the 
item(s) they want to bring to the meet. We also need several volunteers to manage the concession 
stand during the meet. 
 
Meet Setup and Take-Down: The setup crew sets up all the tents, tables and all other equipment 
necessary for the meet on the Friday evening before a Home Meet. Other volunteers stay after the 
home meets to help take-down all tents, tables, and put away all supplies, equipment, etc so that the 
pool can open to the public swim on time. Set up for home meets is typically done on Friday evenings 
after the pool closes to the public. 
 
Age-Group Coordinator (if applicable): The age group coordinators work with the age group 
coach(es) and parents to ensure all swimmers are accounted for at clerk of course. This position is 
especially important for the 8 & Under age group. This person also organizes special age group social 
events with the Social Coordinator. 
 
Volunteer Coordinator: The volunteer coordinator assists with identifying volunteer needs for each 
meet (home and away) and helps with the signing-up of volunteers with the head timer, clerk of course, 
and concessions coordinator. 
 
Note: All on-deck volunteers, including timers, recorders, and officials should refrain from using 
their personal cell phones, iPods, and other electronic devices while on deck. Attention should not be 
diverted from the swimmers, especially when timing and performing stroke & turn duties. If any 
timer or recorder needs to leave to take a call or for an emergency, please get the attention of the head 
timer so that a replacement can be found. For stoke & turn officials, please see the head referee. 
 
Ribbons Awarded 
During the meets, should a swimmer win their heat in an event, he or she is awarded a heat ribbon. 
 
Swimmers are awarded ribbons when their event time is ranked along with all other swimmers that 
swam that event for the age group and are within the top 12 places for dual meets. For divisional 
championships there are 24 places for each event. 
 
Meet ribbons are given out to the swimmers during regular evening practice in the week following 
the meet. 

 
Divisional championship ribbons are given to the swimmers during the end of season awards 
ceremony. 

 
Veterans Park Swim Team also recognizes swimmers when they drop time off a previously best time. 
These achievement ribbons are handed out to the swimmers during regular evening practice in the 
week following the meet. 

 

Additional Information 
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Team Suits  
Every two years the board chooses a new suit for the team. In order to make this more affordable for 
families, the committee tries to choose a "2 year suit." Little by little, suppliers are discontinuing the 
"2 year suit." This means that after making the suit for one season, they no longer produce the same 
design. These suits are very good quality brands, but need some special care in order to lengthen their 
life. To save on wear and tear, swimmers should wear a different suit to practice. After wearing the 
team suit, follow the manufacturer's washing instructions which is usually just to rinse suit thoroughly 
in cold water and air dry. As a team, we encourage everyone to wear the same suit but understand this 
is not always possible. Please check the website for information on team suits. Team suits are not 
mandatory.  
 
Team Apparel 
To build camaraderie and team spirit, Veterans Park Swim Team has apparel items for swimmers and 
parents to purchase. These items include: Veterans Park swim caps, t- shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, 
bags, car magnets, and temporary tattoos. 

 
Personalized swim caps can be purchased from our vendor Swim Capz by visiting our on-line store 
at: https://stores.inksoft.com/veterans_park 

 
We also keep a supply of goggles on hand for purchase. Most apparel items are set out during the 
evening practices and home meets. At away meets, we make sure we have extra caps and goggles 
available for those last minute emergencies. Please see the treasurer or any other board member to 
make a purchase. 

 
Lost and Found Items 
Items left after practice are collected and kept in the lost and found box, located in the shed area. The 
board makes sure that this box is out during every practice so lost items can find their rightful owners. 
To help ensure your swimmer can find what was previously lost, it is suggested that at least the 
swimmer’s last name is written on their goggle strap as well as inside their swim cap. Towels, shirts, 
sweat suits, etc. should also be marked. 

 
We understand that it gets to be expensive to keep replacing these items and the Veterans Park 
apparel when they are lost, so please make sure items are well marked. 
 
Registration Costs 
Registration costs are a flat fee for every swimmer, with a discount for more than one swimmer. The 
registration costs include all team costs for insurance, league fees, PWC Parks & Recreation fees for 
each swimmer, coaches’ salaries, and end of season trophies. 

 
Fundraising 
The swim team does not have any mandatory fundraisers. We do have optional fundraisers 
throughout the season or off-season that families are encouraged to participate in. One such 
fundraiser that has been a tradition for the Marlins is Swim-a- Lap and is held during one of the 
evening practices in July. Funds raised from Swim-a- Lap are put toward equipment for the team, 
such as lane lines, backstroke flags, etc. 
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Swimmers are asked to solicit pledges per lap swam from friends, neighbors, and family members. 
Monies are then collected by the swimmer after the Swim-a-Lap event and then turned into the 
treasurer or another board member. 

 
Each age group has a lap goal to reach. If a swimmer reaches or surpasses the age group goal, the 
swimmer is awarded a special medal during the end of season awards ceremony. 

 
The age group goals are: 
 

 8 & Under: 50 Laps = 1250 meters 
 9-10: 80 Laps = 2000 meters 
 11-12: 130 Laps = 3250 meters 
 13-14: 150 Laps = 3750 meters 
 15-18: 150 Laps = 3750 meters 

 
Sponsorships 
Like many sport teams, the Veterans Park Swim Team relies on community involvement and 
participation, by way of monetary and material donations. The Marlins offer different levels of 
monetary donations and with each level the donating business or organization gets advertising space 
within our home meet heat sheets as well as within the divisional championship heat sheets. Heat 
sheets are seen by hundreds of potential customers during home and away teams, every weekend. 
 
The board has copies of the sponsorship form. Please see a member if you would like to approach any 
local businesses that you patronize. Sponsorships are tax deductible because Veterans Park Swim 
Team is a non-profit organization, in accordance with IRS 501(c) 3, EIN 54-2008419. 
 
End of Season Awards Ceremony 
The end of season awards ceremony is held on the sunday evening following the divisional 
championship. The awards ceremony is held at a local location, with the actual location site 
announced during the season. Information regarding the awards ceremony and the location is 
provided to parents and swimmers through the weekly newsletters. 
 
The awards ceremony is followed by a pool party at Veterans Park pool. 
 
Awards 
At the end of season awards ceremony, each swimmer receives a participation trophy. However, 
depending on coaches’ nomination and number of individual points earned for the team during the 
course of regular season meets, swimmers are eligible to receive the following, in lieu of the 
participation trophy: 
 
Most Improved Award 

 One male and one female swimmer per age group, including Marlins-In-Training 
 Recipients based on age group coaches decision 
 For the swimmers who have shown the most improvement in all strokes, time improvement, 

effort, attitude, and attendance in practice and meets. 
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Coaches Award 
 One male and one female swimmer per age group, including Marlins-In-Training Program 
 Recipients based on age group coaches decision 
 For the swimmers who have shown a good example to others, based on work ethic, 

motivation, desire, participation in practices and meets, sportsmanship, and consideration of 
others. 

 
High Point Award 

 One male and one female per age group 
 Recipients based on the number of points earned in individual events during the regular swim 

season. 
 
Swim-A-Lap medals, divisional championship ribbons, and cyber meet ribbons are also handed out to 
swimmers at the awards ceremony. 

 
Swim Team Records 
League records for each event for each age group are maintained from season to season. Each team 
also maintains team records for each event for each age group. These records are goals for each 
swimmer to try to achieve. When a Veterans Park swimmer breaks a league and/or team record 
during a meet, an announcement is made at that time. If the record still stands at the end of the 
season, the swimmer is awarded a plaque at the end of season awards ceremony. 

 
Codes of Conduct 

Parent/Guardian's Code of Conduct  
Parents and guardians will understand that the Veterans Park Swim Team and its activities are for the 
benefit of the children. The goals of the team include helping young people establish a love for the 
sport of swimming while developing advanced aquatic skills, team work, and the principles of good 
sportsmanship. To accomplish these goals, parents/guardians must conduct themselves in a manner 
consistent with creating a positive experience for the children and all families.  
 
As a parent or guardian of a child registered with the Veterans Park Swim Team, you are responsible 
for the conduct of your guests and other family members. The Marlins Swim Team will not tolerate a 
parent or guardian yelling at or belittling a child, an official, coach or other parent or guardian in any 
way.  
 
As an adult and role model, children are influenced by my words and actions. I agree to the 
following:  

1. I will be a positive role model for children by encouraging them to maintain the highest level 
of sportsmanship and will follow the rules set forth by the Veterans Park Swim Team board, 
coaches, and swim facility.  

2. I will be respectful and courteous to others, and will support and encourage swimmers, 
officials, team representatives, and coaches through my positive actions and attitude.  

3. I will recognize that meet officials are volunteers and will treat them with the same respect 
that I would expect if I were in that position.  
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4. I will not engage in any kind of unsportsmanlike behavior with an official, coach, swimmer, 
or parent/guardian such as arguing, booing, taunting, or using profane language or gestures.  

5. I will teach my child to treat other swimmers, coaches, team representatives, and officials with 
respect regardless of age, race, creed, color, gender, or ability.  

6. I will not ridicule or yell at my child or any other participant for making a mistake and will 
not hold a specific child responsible for losing a competition.  

7. I will respect and support the team representatives’, officials’ and coaches’ authority during 
meets and will never argue with, question, discuss, or confront officials or coaches.  

8. I will speak directly with a board member or head coach about a problem rather than among 
other parents as this is counterproductive. 

9. I promise to help my child enjoy the summer swimming experience by doing whatever I can, 
such as being a respectable fan, volunteering at meets, and helping with other team activities.  

10. I will do my best to make swimming fun for all children.  

Swimmer's Code of Conduct  

1. I will do my best to listen and learn from my coaches. 
2. I will attend every practice and meet that I can.  
3. I will treat my coaches, other swimmers, officials and fans with respect regardless of age, 

race, creed, color, gender or abilities and I will expect to be treated accordingly.  
4. I will not engage in any kind of unsportsmanlike behavior with any official, coach, swimmer 

or other parent/guardian such as arguing, throwing cap and goggles after a race, booing, 
taunting, refusing to shake hands, or using profane language or gestures.  

5. I will encourage my own parents or guardians to engage in good sportsmanship. 
6. I will expect to be treated fairly over the course of a season with regard to meet entries and 

recognize that certain meets are more competitive than others. 
7. I deserve to have fun during my swimming experience and will alert parents/guardians or 

coaches if there are problems or it stops being fun. 
8. I deserve to play in an environment that is free of drugs, tobacco, and alcohol and expect 

adults to refrain from their use at all swim meets. 
9. I will remember that meets are an opportunity to learn and have fun. 
10. I will remember that not only do I represent myself, but I also represent my team, my family 

and my coaches at both home and away meets and will conduct myself in a positive, 
respectful way.  

Coach's Code of Conduct  
As a coach, you will realize that you are one of the most important and impactful role models in a 
child's life. Your words and your actions will have a positive and potentially devastating impact on 
the emotional well-being of the children in your charge. Coaching is a privilege and with it comes 
responsibility. Coaches set the tone for the team and are responsible for the conduct of their 
swimmers and any other coaches on the team.  
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All children are influenced by my leadership and authority and as their coach, I understand I am a 
role model. I agree to the following:  

1. I will place the emotional and physical well-being of my swimmers ahead of any personal 
desire or pressure to win. 

2. I will not engage in any kind of unsportsmanlike conduct with any official, opposing coach, 
swimmer, team representative, parent/guardian, or spectator such as: arguing, refusing to 
shake hands, excessive yelling or belittling or using profane language or gestures. 

3. I will treat each official and opposing coach with respect, and will not engage in open 
arguments or confrontations, and will work to resolve conflicts without resorting to hostility 
or violence. 

4. I will treat my swimmers fairly and will work towards improving a swimmer’s individual skill 
set. I will respect the swimmers by always being on time to meets and practices and by 
making the most of the time we have together by being organized, prepared and engaged. 

5. I will be knowledgeable of the rules set forth by the PWSL, will teach the rules to the 
swimmers I coach and will adhere to these rules at all times. 

6. I will do my best to provide a safe and encouraging competitive situation for my swimmers. 
7. I will teach my swimmers to treat other swimmers, coaches, team representatives, and 

officials with respect regardless of age, race, creed, color, gender, or ability. 
8. I will use coaching techniques appropriate for the skills that I teach and will do my best to 

organize practices that are fun and challenging for all swimmers. 
9. I will lead by example in demonstrating fair play and sportsmanship to all swimmers.  
10. I will remember that I am a youth swimming coach and that races and meets are for children 

and not adults.  

Discipline Procedures  

1. The coaching staff will warn a swimmer presenting a discipline problem. The swimmer will 
be made aware of the consequences of repeated offenses. The coach will give one verbal 
warning, then, on the second offense child will sit out for a portion of that practice.  

2. If a discipline problem persists, the parents will be contacted. It is then the parent's 
responsibility to ensure that their swimmer no longer presents a disciplinary problem.  

3. If misbehavior persists, the coach will dismiss the swimmer from practice or from the swim 
meet. The swimmer must write a note signed by his/her parent(s) to participate in the next 
practice/meet.  

4. For any further offenses, the coach may propose to the swim team board that the swimmer be 
removed from the team.  

5. In the event the swimmer is removed from the team, all monies paid to the team 
for the child's registration fees are forfeited.  




